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Abstract: Complexly distributed aerosol particles have significant impacts on climate and envi-
ronmental changes. As one of the vital atmospheric power sources, the wind field deeply affects
the distribution and transport of aerosol particles. For a more comprehensive investigation of the
aerosols flux and transport mechanism, two retrieval methods of aerosol optical properties (backscat-
ter coefficient and extinction coefficient at 1550 nm) from coherent Doppler lidar (CDL) observation
are proposed in this paper. The first method utilizes the calculated aerosol backscatter coefficient
(532 nm) from Mie-scattering lidar datasets and the iterative Fernald method to retrieve aerosol
optical property profiles during joint measurements with CDL and Mie-scattering lidar. After ver-
ifying the correctness of the first method compared with AERONET datasets, we proposed the
second retrieval method. Using the forward integral Fernald method with near-ground reference
aerosol extinction coefficient calculated by atmospheric visibility, aerosol optical properties at 1550 nm
could be obtained. Thirty-six-day joint measurements with two lidars were specially designed and
conducted to verify the correctness of these retrieval methods. The validation results of these two
methods indicate great performances, where the mean relative errors are 0.0272 and 0.1656, and the
correlation coefficients are 0.9306 and 0.9197, respectively. In conclusion, the feasibility of these two
retrieval methods extends the capability of CDL to detect aerosol optical properties and also provides
a possibility to observe the aerosol distribution and transport process comprehensively, which is a
great promotion of aerosol transport studies development.

Keywords: coherent doppler lidar; aerosol optical properties; Mie-scattering lidar; atmospheric visibility

1. Introduction

As a vital constituent of the atmosphere, aerosols are mainly distributed in the plan-
etary boundary layer (PBL), regarded as the interface between the free atmosphere and
Earth’s surface. The aerosol vertical transport and interaction with solar radiation in the
PBL significantly influence the weather and climate [1]. Estimating and evaluating such a
mechanism is challenging, due to the spatiotemporal variability of aerosol particle amounts
and properties. Hence, vertically resolved measurements of aerosol optical properties and
transport processes have attracted lots of interest [2].

The study of aerosols’ temporal and spatial variation is inseparable from the support
of remote sensing techniques. Benefitting from the development of modern laser remote
sensing technology, as one of the important atmospheric science research methods, lidar
has become a reliable type of instrument for measuring atmospheric aerosol movement.
Meanwhile, aerosol transport is closely related to the changes in wind fields. To compre-
hensively explore the distribution and long-term transmission of aerosol particles, CDL as a
typical wind field detection instrument has been introduced to complete the measurements
of aerosol transport processes. The CDL usually provides vector wind fields by detecting
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the Doppler shift of the backscattered light excited by aerosols, and the received backscatter
light intensity can characterize the aerosol concentration as well. In previous research on
aerosols with CDL, wind profiles and received backscatter signals were always provided
by CDL for only determining transmission direction and the location of the aerosol layer.
Wandinger et al., presented the first results of aerosol flux profiles retrieved by the com-
bined datasets of vertical wind profiles and highly resolved aerosol backscatter signals,
which were concurrently detected by the CDL of the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
Hamburg (MPI) and the aerosol Raman lidar of the Institute for Tropospheric Research
Leipzig (IfT) [3]. Bou Karam et al., reported the dust transport processes in the tropical dis-
continuity (ITD) region over western Niger during the near-dawn period through the joint
detection of an airborne CDL at 10.6 µm and a differential absorption Lidar at 732 nm [4].
Schumann et al., investigated the distribution of volcanic ash plumes over Europe by 2
µm airborne CDL and in situ aerosols and gas tracing devices, CDL mainly provided
wind vector and attenuated backscatter signals to determine the transport direction and
location of the aerosol layer [5]. Weinzierl et al., determined the upper and lower boundary
layers of aerosol relying on suddenly changed backscatter signal intensity obtained from
an airborne 2 µm CDL [6]. However, these joint observations with several lidars cause
expensive overhead; at the same time, it also introduces analysis errors in detecting aerosol
transport by different lidars.

Meanwhile, many studies reported various methods for retrieving aerosol properties
from CDL, and most of these methods depend on the return signals from targets with
known optical parameters [7,8]. Compared with aerosol lidars, CDL cannot obtain Rayleigh
backscatter signals from the stratosphere or upper troposphere to calibrate aerosol mea-
surements [9,10]. The lower sensitivity of CDL to spectrally broad signals [11] also affects
the accuracy of retrieved backscatter power. Therefore, the optical properties and transport
processes of aerosol cannot be directly retrieved from the backscattered signal of CDL alone.
Thus, CDL and other types of reference instruments are frequently used in simultaneous
measurements to perform aerosol flux and investigate the aerosol spatiotemporal transport
processes [3,12]. Bufton et al., used a multi-wavelength airborne lidar (355 nm and 532 nm),
and a 9.5 µm CDL to obtain sea surface returns for calibrating the mean backscattering
efficiency, and made a comparison among different backscatter signals of the ocean surface,
sand, and beach [7]. Menzies and Tratt described an airborne CO2 CDL with a hard-target
calibration method to obtain the quantitative aerosol backscatter and extinction profiles near
9 µm [8]. These target calibration methods require extremely strict experimental conditions
and a high-performance lidar system. For expanding CDL’s ability to detect aerosol optical
properties, more reasonable approaches had been reported to calibrate and retrieve aerosol
optical properties from CDL. Chouza et al., introduced a new method for calibrating and
retrieving aerosol backscatter and extinction from an airborne 2 µm CDL. The accuracy rate
of measurement results was more than 80%, compared with Portable Lidar Systems (POLIS)
and satellite CALIPSO [13]. This method requires aerosol types, vertical distribution, and
particle depolarization coefficient input during calculation. Guangyao Dai et al., indicated
a retrieval and calibration method for aerosol optical properties detection with CDL and
a sun-photometer, where the sun-photometer offers aerosol optical depth (AOD) as the
basis for calibration calculation [14]. The two AODs respectively calculated from CDL and
a sun-photometer were compared, the correlation coefficient is greater than or equal to
0.96, and the mean relative error is less than or equal to 0.22. It should be emphasized that
the result of this method needs further experimental verification, which is limited by the
number of experimental datasets.

Combining the above studies, in this paper, we propose two practical methods to
retrieve the vertical spatial–temporal transport of aerosols. The first method is based on
the joint measurements with 1550 nm CDL and 532 nm Mie-scattering lidar. By using the
reference backscatter coefficient at 532 nm and the proposed iterative Fernald method,
aerosol optical properties at 1550 nm could be calculated from the spectra of CDL. Two
Ångström exponents respectively calculated from these two lidars and AERONET datasets
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were compared to validate the feasibility of this method. After confirming the high accuracy
of the first method, the second method was proposed with greater practicality. Based on
the atmospheric visibility and the results of the first method, the reference extinction
coefficient at 1550 nm could be obtained, then the aerosol optical properties at 155 nm can
be retrieved from CDL using the Fernald method. Finally, the results of these two methods
were compared to verify the feasibility of the second method.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the involved experi-
mental instruments and datasets. Two retrieval methods based on Mie-scattering aerosol
lidar and real-time visibility are described, respectively, in Section 3. Moreover, the com-
parisons, analysis, and discussion of the experimental results are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 presents a summary of conclusions and describes the outlook of future studies.

2. Instruments and Datasets
2.1. Coherent Wind Lidar

A portable all-fiber CDL system with laser wavelength at 1550 nm, whose operation
relies on the heterodyning technique and doppler effect to measure the wind vector, was
placed on the campus of Beijing Institute of Technology (39.95◦N, 116.32◦E) [15]. However,
the most crucial difference between the actual experimental CDL system with the initial
lidar system is that we removed the wedge mirror and put the lidar in stare mode for
detecting vertical aerosol backscatter light; additionally, other system configurations are
the same. The detailed specifications of CDL are summarized and listed in Table 1. After
retrieving from the range-resolved power spectra and correction (distance correction, pulse
energy correction, heterodyne efficiency correction [13]), the retrieved backscatter signal
power was normalized for calculation. The retrieval and correction processes are supplied
in Appendix A.

Table 1. The detailed specifications of the all-fiber CDL system.

Qualification Specification

Wavelength (nm) 1550
Pulse energy (µJ) 50
Pulse width (ns) 400 (100, 200, 400, adjustable)

Pulse repetition rate (kHz) 10
The linewidth of laser (kHz) 15

Range resolution (m) 60
Measurement range (m) 100 to boundary layer 1

Temporal resolution (s) 1
Telescope aperture (mm) 50

Focal length ∞
Beam diameter (mm) 40

Sampling frequency (GHz) 1
Detection mode Stare mode
Detector mode Balanced detector

Bandwidth (MHz) 200
1 The maximum height of the boundary layer is 2000 m under the normal weather condition in Beijing.

2.2. Mie-Scattering Lidar

The Mie-scattering lidar system wavelength at 532 nm was placed in another room
on the campus of Beijing Institute of Technology (39.95◦N, 116.32◦E) with a straight-line
distance of 5 m to the CDL system. This lidar system has been repeatedly upgraded [16,17]
for obtaining more specific atmospheric information such as aerosol, temperature, cloud,
and aerosol-atmospheric boundary layer height (ABLH); the detailed parameters are listed
in Table 2. After lidar system factor correction (background noise error correction, electronic
noise error correction, and overlap factor correction) and distance correction, the raw
backscatter signal was normalized for retrieval.
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Table 2. The detailed specifications of the Mie-scattering aerosol lidar system.

Qualification Specification

Wavelength (nm) 532
Pulse energy (mJ) 180

Pulse repetition rate (Hz) 20
Telescope Newtonian

Range resolution (m) 2.5
Measurement range (m) 500 to max 10,000
Temporal resolution (s) 60

Telescope diameter (mm) 400
Field of view (mrad) 0.9

Mode Coaxial
Half-width of detection channel (nm) 1

2.3. AERONET Datasets

As one of the responsible institutions of AERONET, the Chinese Academy of Me-
teorological Sciences (CAMS) located in Beijing (39.93◦N, 116.317◦E) is within 1.2 km of
both CDL and Mie-scattering aerosol lidar. This AERONET station provides daily aerosol
optical depth (AOD) datasets with eight different wavelengths using measurements of a
CIMEL sun-photometer [18], and the temporal resolution is about 5 min in most of the
measurements period.

The measured AOD is the column-integrated aerosol extinction coefficient. Each type
of aerosol particle has corresponding extinction coefficients for different wavelengths of
light and, therefore, is AOD. Thus, the Ångström exponent is introduced to characterize the
wavelength dependency of AOD, which is generally defined as the slope on the logarithm
of AOD to the logarithm of the wavelength. For obtaining experimental reference data,
the Ångström exponent between 532 and 1550 nm AE532-1550

re f erence is estimated from daily AOD
datasets using a second-order fit [19,20].

2.4. Atmospheric Visibility Datasets

Regarding the visibility-related retrieval method that we proposed in Section 3, at-
mospheric visibility is regarded as a crucial factor to calibrate and retrieve aerosol optical
properties at 1550 nm of CDL. According to the previous introduction, the backscatter coeffi-
cient and extinction coefficient of aerosol cannot be obtained from the retrieved backscatter
power of CDL without reference calibration. The near-ground aerosol extinction coefficient
αnear-ground is introduced as the reference to solve this problem, which could be calculated
by Equation (1) [21].

αnear-ground =
3.91
U

(
λ

550

)−q
(1)

where U is the atmospheric visibility in units of km, and the real-time visibility is obtained
from the Official website of China Central Meteorological Observatory [22] during the joint
measurement period of two lidars, λ is the laser wavelength of CDL in units of nm, q is the
correction factor and was determined by experiments as [23,24]:

q =


1.6 U > 50 km
1.3 6 km < U < 50 km
0.585U1/3 U < 6 km

(2)

3. Methodology

It is generally believed that the backscatter coefficient and extinction coefficient are
both affected by aerosols and atmospheric molecules. Hence, the aerosol backscatter
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coefficient and extinction coefficient can be calculated using the Fernald method [25] which
is expressed as:

βa(R) = −βm(R) +
X(R) exp[2(Sa−Sm)

∫ r0
R βm(r′)dr′]

X(r0)
βa(r0)+βm(r0)

+2Sa
∫ r0

R X(r′) exp[2(Sa−Sm)
∫ r0

r′ βm(r′′ )dr′′ ]dr′
R ≤ r0

βa(R) = −βm(R) +
X(R) exp

[
−2(Sa−Sm)

∫ R
r0

βm(r′)dr′
]

X(r0)
βa(r0)+βm(r0)

−2Sa
∫ R

r0
X(r′) exp

[
−2(Sa−Sm)

∫ r′
r0

βm(r′′ )dr′′
]
dr′

R > r0

(3)

where R is the detection height, X is the normalized backscatter signal power, the pa-
rameters with subscript a are expressed as atmospheric aerosol related, parameters with
subscript m are expressed as atmospheric molecular related, Sa = αa/βa is the ratio of
aerosol extinction coefficient to aerosol backscatter coefficient in the normal weather con-
ditions, Sm = αm/βm = 8π/3 is the ratio of molecular extinction coefficient to molecular
backscatter coefficient, r0 is the reference height usually higher than 6 km. Noteworthy, Sa,
Sm, βm, βa(r0) need to be known in advance when applying the Fernald method to retrieve
the aerosol optical properties. βa(r0) is the aerosol backscatter coefficient at a height of r0.

3.1. Retrieving Aerosol Optical Properties with Mie-Scattering Lidar

During the joint measurements with CDL and Mie-scattering lidar, aerosol extinction
coefficient at 532 nm α532

a , and aerosol backscatter coefficient at 532 nm, β532
a could be

calculated from Mie-scattering lidar measurements using the Fernald method; in the calcu-
lation process, the aerosol lidar ratio Sa

532 = 50sr under the normal weather conditions.
Normalized backscatter power of CDL can be obtained from the power spectra of CDL
according to Appendix A, which is expressed as Equation (4):

〈P1550nm,CDL(R)〉 = C[β1550
a (R) + β1550

m (R)] exp[−2
∫ R

0
α1550

a (r) + α1550
m (r)dr] (4)

where 〈P1550nm,CDL(R)〉 is the normalized backscatter power of CDL at height R, α1550
a is

the aerosol extinction coefficient at 1550 nm, β1550
a is the aerosol backscatter coefficient

at 1550 nm, β1550
m and α1550

m are, respectively, the molecules backscatter coefficient and
extinction coefficient at 1550 nm, and they can be obtained from the standard atmospheric
model of the United States of 1976 and the Rayleigh scattering theory.

To apply the Fernald method to retrieve aerosol optical properties from 〈P1550nm,CDL(R)〉,
CDL aerosol lidar ratio Sa

1550, and reference aerosol backscatter coefficient β1550
a (r0,CDL) at

height r0,CDL must be known in advance as well. According to the Ångström exponent and
empirical value that Müller et al. [26]. reported, the most appropriate Sa

1550 = 29.978sr was
chosen in our calculation process depending on the weather conditions and geographical
location. The assumed conversion factor kβa of aerosol backscatter coefficient from 532 to
1550 nm is applied to calculate β1550

a (r0,CDL), and the conversion relation is shown as:

β1550
a (r0,CDL) = β532

a (r0,CDL)kβa (5)

An iterative retrieval method is proposed to determine kβa to obtain the final β1550
a

and α1550
a , and specific calculation procedures are shown in Figure 1. Where i is the number

of iterations, the coincident detection range of two lidars is from Rmin to Rmax, Rmin is the
lowest detection altitude of Mie-scattering lidar, Rmax = r0,CDL is the highest detection
altitude of CDL.

Firstly, kβa ,0 is assumed as an arbitrary value other than zero, and the β1550
a,0 (r0,CDL)

could be calculated using the relationship of Equation (5). Then, β1550
a,1 (R) could be retrieved

by bringing β1550
a,0 (r0,CDL) into Equation (4). Meanwhile the new conversion factor kβa ,1
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could be calculated according to the Equation (6) which means the ratio of the integral of
β1550

a to the integral of β532
a in the coincident detection range.

kβa ,i =

∫ 2000
500 β1550

a,i (r)dr∫ 2000
500 β532

a (r)dr
(6)
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Subsequently, the absolute value of subtraction between kβa ,1 and kβa ,0 is calculated. If
the result is smaller than 0.001, the iteration process is stopped, and β1550

a,1 (R) is the desired
result. If not, the process mentioned above is repeated and the next iteration is operated to
retrieve the new β1550

a,i (R).
Until the absolute value of subtraction between k532→1550

βa,i+1
and k532→1550

βa,i
satisfies the

iteration criteria, this iterative process is stopped and β1550
a,i+1(R) is desired. The final aerosol

extinction coefficient α1550
a,i+1(R) could be obtained as well, depending on the lidar ratio of

CDL. It takes about 3–5 iterations to get reliable results

3.2. Retrieving Aerosol Optical Properties with Atmospheric Visibility

Due to the limitation of the CDL measurement range, the altitude of the lowest
retrieved backscatter power is 100 m. The estimated α1550

near-ground
cannot be directly used as a

reference to retrieve aerosol optical properties. A near-surface linear conversion factor kα

between α1550
near-ground

and the aerosol extinction coefficient at an altitude of 100 m α1550
100m could

be obtained to solve this problem. Through multiple joint experiments, the conversion
factor could be acquired by Equation (7). Then, the reliable kα is also determined by
averaging the daily averaged conversion factor.
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kα =
α1550

100m
α1550

near-ground

(7)

where α1550
100m is retrieved from the first method and α1550

near-ground
is estimated by visibility.

After substituting corrected α1550
100m and Sa

1550 into Equation (4), the aerosol backscatter
coefficient β1550

a,visibility and extinction coefficient α1550
a,visibility of CDL could be retrieved by using

the forward integral Fernald method in the subsequent joint measurements.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1. Experiment Information

Joint measurements among the sun photometer of the Beijng_CAMS site, CDL, and
Mie-scattering lidar were specially designed and operated to complete the verification of
these two proposed methods. The datasets of 29-day experiments from 1 September 2021
to 14 December 2021 were applied to validate the retrieval method with Mie-scattering
lidar, which were also regarded as calibration datasets to determine the reliable kα of the
visibility-related retrieval method. Seven-day experimental datasets from 16 December
2021 to 31 December 2021 were used to verify the feasibility of the retrieval method with
atmospheric visibility. Moreover, the corresponding daily AERONET datasets and real-
time visibility datasets were calculated to obtain the reference AE532-1550

re f erence and corrected

α1550
100m. The experimental arrangements including retrieval methods, date, and purpose are

introduced in Table 3.

Table 3. Experimental arrangements of two retrieval methods.

Retrieval Method Date Purpose

With Mie-scattering aerosol lidar September 1st to December 14th Retrieval and validation

With atmospheric visibility September 1st to December 14th Calibration of reliable kα

December 16th to December 31st Retrieval and validation

It should be noted that, as a polarization-sensitive lidar system with coupling and
heterodyne processes, CDL only measures the backscatter light component with the same
polarization direction as the LO light. Resulting from the effect of aerosol particle sphericity,
backscatter light consists of horizontally polarized and vertically polarized light. Thus, the
above methods should be used with caution for special weather conditions, e.g., dust and
volcanic ash aerosols with depolarization ratios larger than 0.1 at 532 nm. Furthermore, to
confirm the reliability of the inversion results, Ra is the proportion of aerosol content in
the coincident detection range (from Rmin to Rmax), which must be higher than or equal
to 80% of the total in the Mie-scattering lidar detection range. The calculation formula is
written as:

Ra =

∫ Rmax
Rmin

PMie(r)dr∫ 10000
500 PMie(r)dr

× 100% (8)

where PMie is the normalized backscatter power of Mie-scattering lidar, Rmax is the altitude
corresponding to the minimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold of this CDL detection,
SNR is equal to −30 dB [27].

It is emphasized that all the experimental datasets on the dusty days or the days whose
Ra is less than 80% were respectively removed with the help of the “dust score index” data
provided by AIRS/Aqua [28] and Equation (8). The experimental periods of each day are
not the same, because of the influences of weather changes and device performance. The
specific results and discussion will be reported in the next subsection.

4.2. Retrieval of Aerosol Optical Properties with Mie-Scattering Lidar

Synchronizing the operating time among CDL, Mie-scattering aerosol lidar, and sun-
photometer of Beijing_CAMS site, 29-day experiments were performed under the filter
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weather conditions for verifying the practicality of this retrieval method. The detailed
calculation procedure is shown in Figure 2. To validate the retrieved aerosol optical proper-
ties, Ångström exponents (calculated by α1550

a and α532
a ) of these two lidars AE532-1550 were

compared with AE532-1550
re f erence. Three-day experiment results (including October 20th, Novem-

ber 17th, and December 14th) with representativeness are selected and separately shown
in Figure 3a–c. The excellent temporal continuity between AE532-1550 (black dots) and
AE532-1550

re f erence (red dots) can be found in these figures, even if there are several outliers. These
outliers are most likely due to the brief presence of dust mass or clouds above the boundary
layer, which affected detection consistency between CDL and the sun-photometer.
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exponent AE532-1550
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set to 90%. Making a comparison between filtered AE532-1550 and standard AE532-1550

AERONET
to verify the correctness of obtained aerosol optical properties, all corresponding results
are presented in Figure 4. In this figure, the x-axis represents filtered AE532-1550, the y-axis
represents AE532-1550

AERONET , black dots are the filtered real-time corresponding relations of these
two Ångström exponents, and the red line is obtained by linear fitting of these black dots.
It is emphasized that the blue dots are the ones removed by the Grubbs test. Additionally,
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evaluation indicators of this retrieval method are listed in the embedded table, from which
the slope of the fitting line is 0.9779, the data number is 399, the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) is 0.0342, the correlation coefficient R2 is 0.93064, and the mean relative error is
0.0272. These verification results indicate the excellent performance of the retrieval method
with Mie-scattering aerosol lidar.
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Lidar ratio deeply affects the inversion results, especially for this retrieval method,
because the lidar ratios of these two lidars are both empirical values. To obtain the relation-
ship between the retrieved aerosol optical properties and the lidar ratios, a representative
dataset of October 20 is selected to indicate this relationship. Figure 5a shows that the
retrieved β1550

a varies with the change in Sa
532, when Sa

1550 = 29.978sr. In this figure, the
retrieved β1550

a becomes smaller as the input Sa
532 decreases. Correspondingly, Figure 5b

shows that the retrieved β1550
a varies with the change in Sa

1550, when Sa
532 = 50sr. From

this figure, we can find that the retrieved β1550
a gets smaller as the Sa

1550 increases.
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Lastly, a typical weather process case on 23 November 2021 is chosen to better describe
the aerosol distribution and transport process. The temporal and spatial variations in
β532

a , β1550
a , and vertical wind speed are separately shown in Figure 6a–c. Strong, positive

vertical wind speed appears at a low altitude between 11:00 and 12:15, then the height of
the boundary layer increases significantly between 11:15 and 14:00. Comparatively, the
height of the boundary layer gradually decreases after 15:00, because of the appearance of
strong, negative vertical wind speed at around a height of 1000 m between 14:45 and 15:45.
This phenomenon reveals that vertical wind speed can affect the distribution and diffusion
of aerosol particles in the altitude range. At the same time, these experimental results
confirm the feasibility and accuracy of CDL measuring the aerosol optical properties.

4.3. The Retrieval Method with Atmospheric Visibility

Based on the verification results of the retrieval method with Mie-scattering lidar, we
proposed a more practical retrieval method with atmospheric visibility to calculate aerosol
optical properties. The detailed procedures are presented in Figure 7. Filtered datasets
of 29-day experiments from 1 September 2021 to 14 December 2021 were used to define
the key factor kα, which is shown in Figure 8. The reliable kα can be calculated through
the daily averaged conversion factors (red solid dots), the value is approximately equal
to 0.2165.
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By the application of reliable kα in the subsequent verification experiments, the aerosol
optical properties of CDL could be calculated. The datasets of seven-day experiments
from 16 December 2021 to 31 December 2021 were used to verify the feasibility of this
visibility-related method. The corresponding results of all seven-day datasets are shown
in Figure 9, where the x-axis represents β1550

a which was calculated through the retrieval
method with Mie-scattering lidar, and the y-axis represents β1550

a,visibility which was calculated
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through the retrieval method with atmospheric visibility. In addition, the corresponding
relationship (blue dots) between β1550

a and β1550
a,visibility, the fitting line (red line), and the

detailed evaluation results (embedded table) are also demonstrated in this figure. From
the embedded table, significant parameters could be obtained, including the slope of the
fitting line is 0.9167, the data number is 2700, the coefficient of correlation R2 is 0.9179,
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is 2.0619 × 10−4, and the mean relative error is 0.1423.
Since the standard β1550

a was retrieved with Mie-scattering lidar, two mean relative errors of
these retrieval methods should be considered as the accuracy one for this visibility-related
method. The final mean relative error of this method is only 0.1656.
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A joint measurement case on December 22nd is presented in Figure 10, where aerosol
backscatter coefficients retrieved with Mie-scattering lidar and atmospheric visibility are
respectively shown in Figure 10a,b; the vertical wind speed measured by CDL is shown
in Figure 10c. From these figures, we can find that the spatial–temporal changes in the
two backscatter coefficients have a great similarity, even though there is a slight difference
around 21 o’clock and around 23 o’clock. The time resolution of visibility is 1 h greater than
that of joint measurement, which is the main reason caused this difference. Furthermore, the
vertical wind speed is small and has no obvious variation during the joint measurements
period, which has no significant impact on aerosol distribution and transport. From
Figure 10a,b, it also can be seen that the aerosol particles are mainly distributed below
1500 m, and the height of the boundary layer is almost unchanged.
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5. Conclusions

Two practical methods for retrieving aerosol optical properties with CDL were de-
scribed in this paper which were based on the datasets of Mie-scattering lidar and atmo-
spheric visibility, respectively. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of these two
methods. The results and significant conclusions are summarized and discussed as follows.

For the retrieval method with Mie-scattering lidar, the reference value β1550
a (r0) is

determined by the assumed conversion factor kβa . Then, the iteration of kβa leads to the
final β1550

a and α1550
a . To validate the retrieval results, AE532-1550 was estimated from the

datasets of obtained aerosol optical properties and respectively compared with AE532-1550
re f erence

and AE532-1550
AERONET which were calculated from the datasets of the Beijing_CAMS site. A

good temporal continuity (the slope of the fitting line is 0.9779, the data number is 399,
RMSE is equal to 0.034, the correlation coefficient is 0.93064, and the mean relative error is
0.0272) could be obtained from the validation results.

After verifying the feasibility of the first retrieval method, a more functional method
based on atmospheric visibility was proposed to retrieve aerosol optical properties. Through
the visibility datasets and the results of the first method, α1550

100m could be obtained to cal-
culate aerosol optical properties. The subsequent joint measurements with CDL and
Mie-scattering lidar, β1550

a and β1550
a,visibility were retrieved using these two methods individ-

ually. The two backscatter coefficients were compared to validate the visibility-related
method, which shows great agreement: the slope of the fitting line is 0.9167, the data
number is 2700, RMSE is equal to 2.0619 × 10−4, the correlation coefficient is 0.9179, and
the mean relative error is 0.1423. Noteworthily, combining the verification process, the
total mean relative error of this retrieval method is only 0.1656. These mean aerosol optical
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properties retrieval based on CDL observation accurately becomes possible. However, it
is still necessary to continue performing joint measurements to calibrate the reliable kα,
making the inversion results of this visibility-related retrieval method more convincing.

The above retrieval methods should be used with caution under the aerosol load with
high depolarization ratio, and weather conditions such as dust and volcanic ash whose
depolarization ratios are larger than 0.1 at 532 nm. It is emphasized that the limitation
will no longer exist once we have completed the upgrade of the experimental CDL system,
expanding CDL’s ability to detect dual-polarization backscatter light. The subsequent
calibration and verification experiments will be operated by joint measurements with CDL
and other reference lidars. After system performance calibration, this CDL would be a
breakthrough for these retrieval methods applied to all the aerosol loads.

In further studies, the validation measurements of CDL dual-polarized detection with
other reference lidars will be prioritized, which will reduce aerosol particles’ depolarization
effects and obtain more accurate backscatter signals. In subsequent joint observations,
aerosol optical properties and vector wind fields will be obtained in various weather condi-
tions to demonstrate the temporal and spatial variation in aerosols in detail. Furthermore,
improving the measurement height and range resolution of CDL, so that comprehensive
aerosol transport and physical mechanisms would be measured by the aforementioned
retrieval methods.
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Appendix A

The raw backscatter signal power retrieval processes from power spectra of CDL.
For a single shot, backscatter light and local oscillator (LO) light are mixed by a coupler,
then passed through a balanced detector with uniform responsivity for removing the
common-mode signal. Retained heterodyne photocurrent can be written as [11]:

ih(t) = ηq
e

hv
Ad

√
ηh(t)PLOPS cos(2π∆ f t + ∆ϕ(t)) (A1)

where ih is the output photocurrent from the balanced detector, t is the elapsed time since
the pulse laser emitted, ηq is the quantum efficiency of the detector, e is the electron charge,
h is the Planck constant, v is the laser frequency, Ad is the photosensitive area of the
balanced detector, ηh is the heterodyne efficiency reflecting the matching rate of phase and
amplitude between the LO light and the backscatter light, PLO is the LO light power at the
detector plane, PS is the received backscatter light power at the detector plane, ∆ f and ∆ϕ
are, respectively, the frequency difference and the phase difference between backscatter
light and LO light.

After analog-to-digital conversion (A/D) and fast Fourier transformation by an ac-
quisition board, the heterodyne photocurrent is transformed into range-resolved power
spectra. With the given range gate at distance R, the received backscatter signal within
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the same range gate is supposed to be constant. The power spectra approximation is
expressed as:

P̂(R, k) = 1
N

(
2ηqe
hv RinG

)2
PLOPS(R)•∣∣∣∣∣ N2

∑
n=N1

√
ηh(nTs) cos(2π∆nTs + ∆ϕ(nTs))e−j 2πkn

N

∣∣∣∣∣
2 (A2)

where N is the number of samples within a range gate, Ts is the sampling time, Rin is the
input impedance of the acquisition board, G is the signal gain of devices, N1 = NR − N/2,
N2 = NR + N/2, NR is the sample point located at the center of the range gate and it is
given by the integer part of NR = (2R/Tsc), c is the light speed. Due to the influence of the
speckle effect [13] the power spectra of different pulse shots vary greatly. To reduce this
influence and improve the signal-to-noise (SNR) as well, the power spectra of many shots
are averaged as shown in Equation (A3).

P̂(R, k)ave =
1
I

I

∑
i=1

P̂(R, k) (A3)

The power spectrum P̂(R, k) of a range gate at distance R corresponds to shot i
and I is the shot number for averaging. According to the acquisition parameters and
device performance, when laser pulse repetition is 10 kHz and setting I = 10, 000, the
corresponding temporal resolution is 1 s.

The CDL is a pre-triggered acquisition system, the acquisition card collects a length of
internally electronic noise which is equal to the length of each range gate before the laser
pulse emits. Emphatically, the previous formula derivation has omitted the relevant noise
effects, and the noise floor is subtracted during the calculation processing of averaged power
spectra. In order to estimate backscatter power from power spectra, the corresponding
power spectra components of the doppler peak within the range gate are summed. A
generally practical estimator for calculating radial wind speed is named the center of
gravity estimator, which is used in this paper to determine the width of the doppler peak.
The left side of the peak is from spectral maximum to the first trend change point (K1)
on the left side and the same for the right side (K2). The expected value of backscatter
power is calculated by integrating the doppler peak within the corresponding range gate of
averaged power spectra:

〈P(R)〉 =
K2

∑
k=K1

P̂(R, k)ave =
1
N

(
2ηqe
hv

RinG
)2

PLOPS(R)ηh(R) (A4)

According to the lidar equation [2], the received backscatter power PS of range gate at
distance R could be written as:

PS(R) = O(R)ηo
AR

R2
c
2

Exβ(R)T2(R) (A5)

where Ex is the laser pulse energy, β is the backscatter coefficient, T(R) = exp
[
−
∫ R

0 α(r)dr
]

is the atmospheric transmission, AR is the area of the telescope, is the extinction coefficient,
ηo is the optical system loss, O(R) is the overlap function which is regarded as 1 in this
coaxially a-focal wind lidar system. Replacing Equation (A5) into Equation (A4) and
combining all constants in one constant C, thus Equation (A4) can be rewritten as:

〈P(R)〉 = C
R2 Exηh(R)β(R)T2(R) (A6)

where C = 1
N

(
2ηqe
hv RinG

)2
PLOηo AR

c
2 .
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For the sake of obtaining a direct relationship among received backscatter power,
backscatter coefficient, and transmittance, the backscatter power calculated by Equation
(A6) requires correction, including range correction, pulse energy correction, and hetero-
dyne efficiency correction. The corrected Equation (A6) is rewritten as:

〈P(R)〉R2

Exηh(R)
= Cβ(R)T2(R) (A7)

where the laser output pulse energy is modulated by current and temperature, it is mon-
itored by the input pump current simultaneously. Because the effect of turbulence is
complex, it is difficult to estimate turbulence with an exact formula. In the measurement
conditions where aerosols are relatively stable, the turbulence effect could be neglected.
Hence, neglecting the turbulence effect and assuming CDL is a monostatic a-focal un-
truncated Gaussian beam lidar. The heterodyne efficiency can be approximated with the
following expression [11]:

ηh(R) =

[
1 +

(
πρ2

λR

)2]−1

(A8)

where ρ is the e−2 irradiance beam radius and λ the laser wavelength. However, the
heterodyne efficiency shown in (A8) is not suitable for all measurement conditions. To
ensure the accuracy of corrected backscatter power, the reliable heterodyne efficiency
function is obtained by polynomial fitting to the normalized backscatter power [13].

System constant C is difficult to obtain directly according to the known lidar parame-
ters. The whole calculation processes of the two retrieval methods introduced in Section 3
exclude using the system constant C.
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